
 
Tree nursery diary – Tree log #10 
 
Last week we went to visit Methlick Primary School which is acting as Curator for a tray full 
of Gight acorns. Roger spoke to a packed assembly about the group’s tree nursery for Gight 
Wood. He explained why we are growing trees, how we are growing them and what will 
happen to them once they are big enough to withstand the unwanted attention of deer. We 
also talked about biodiversity and how many species a single oak can support. And finally 
we showed them a short compilation of camera trap footage from Gight including a busy 
jay, scratching badgers, a majestic owl and a peeing fox. 
 

 
  



Tree nursery diary – Tree log #9 
 
February is the perfect time of year to take aspen root cuttings. Two of our volunteers 
ventured down the slopes to locate the aspen stand and to track its roots to a suitable spot 
for taking cuttings. Hopefully suckers will start to appear in the next 2 months. Once 
individual suckers are tall enough, they will be potted on. 
 

 
 
Tree nursery diary – Tree log #8 
 
Our tree nursery now has two compost bins. Our aim will be to use homemade compost and 
leaf mould as much as possible to help our seedlings and saplings along. The serious ground 
preparation will start in 2024 but for now we have downed tools and are planning ways to 
engage with our enthusiastic volunteers! 
 
 

  



Tree nursery diary – Tree log #7 
 
We were delighted to hand over some Gight acorns to the pupils at Methlick Primary 
School. The P6/5 children diligently carried out the float test to select those acorns that 
have the greatest chance of germinating. They then planted them in a prepared tray and will 
check them in early Spring to look for signs of germination. Thank you, P6/5 and their Eco 
Schools leader! (Photos AF) 
 

 
  



Tree nursery diary – Tree log #6 
 
After much preparation – both administrative and practical – we were finally ready to 
welcome our volunteers on the first seed gathering party at Gight. Unfortunately, we had to 
cancel the event because of high winds. In the end the forecast was a little more dramatic 
than reality, but safety has to come first. 
 
Once the breeze had settled a little, the leaders formed a scouting party and went for a walk 
around the reserve to check the status of the seeds. We managed to gather a good, first 
batch of acorns, hazelnuts, birch and alder seed. In addition, we looked out for other seeds 
to collect in spring and summer next year, e.g. sallow and geans. We are currently working 
out ways to get seed to interested ‘Sapling’ volunteers to grow on at home. Watch this 
space! 
 

 
 
 
Tree nursery diary – Tree log #5 
 
We were chuffed with the delivery of some tree tubes from Gight for re-use in the fledgling 
tree nursery. They not only help protect the saplings from browsing by animals, but also 
provide a micro-climate around the young plants helping with temperature and moisture 
control. The tubes can also reduce weeding time around the plot and that can only be a 
good thing! 
 

  



Tree nursery diary – Tree log #4 
 
And the shed is up! This allows us to store equipment close to the growing space and keep 
essential items out of the weather outside the growing season. The team has been working 
on instructions for ‘tree volunteers’ to make sure everyone can make an informed decision 
about how much or how little they want or are able to contribute. 
 

 
 
 
Tree nursery diary – Tree log #3 
 
The tree nursery at Rickarton now has a levelled base for the shed. Removing the field turf 
and levelling was hard work! Next comes laying slabs to support the shed. We are fast 
approaching seed collecting season and the team is making plans for the how, where and 
what. Watch this space! 
 

 
  



Tree nursery diary – Tree log #2 
 
Last month Richard Marriott, a local tree nursery expert, visited our shiny, new tree nursery 
site and provided input to the Master Plan. The space will be divided into three plots for 
different ages of tree. The ground needs to be prepared by removing the overlying turf, 
rotovating and putting down weed barrier until ready for use. In the meantime the team will 
be making compost and leaf mould. 
 
In conjunction with Mark Young, convenor of Gight Wood, the team discussed which species 
to grow specifically for Gight. Oak and hazel were identified as priority species with others 
such as alder, aspen, gean and rowan also on the list. 
 
We will be organising seed collection outings soon so if you want to be part of our 
‘arboricultural’ adventure, watch this space! 
 

 
  



Tree nursery diary – Tree log #1 
 
Our Ranging for Nature project is starting to take shape. The committee has been working 
hard behind the scenes holding planning meetings and purchasing equipment. One of the 
first purchases was deer fencing for the tree nursery. Here are some before, during and 
after photos of the deer fencing being installed. The tree nursery is officially in place. Now 
we need trees! 
 
Not so fast… First, we need to prepare the soil, gather local, native seed and nurture 
seedlings. There will be plenty of opportunities for volunteers to pitch in, so watch this 
space! 
 
 
 

 
 
 


